WRITERS' EXCHANGE
DISSERTATION PACKAGES
Realizing that many doctoral writers prefer to have the ease of purchasing a package
for a complete review of their dissertations, WEX has created the following menu to
meet each person’s budget. As an educational program of Antioch University, WEX is
committed to supporting writers with excellent services at affordable prices.

BASIC EDIT

COMPREHENSIVE EDIT

ALL-INCLUSIVE EDIT

Copy Editing
Basic Proofreading
General Format Edit

Full Copy Editing
Technical Edit
Format Edit

Full Copy & Line Edit
Technical Edit
Format Edit

$225 (AU students)
$325 (external clients)

$350 (AU students)
$500 (external clients)

$425 (AU students)
$625 (external clients)

The WEX editor takes the full
dissertation and completes a
full service of copyediting,
proofreading, and format
editing. General writing, obvious
errors, and format issues will be
corrected. If you feel confident
about your dissertation and
have received positive
feedback from your chair, this
service will ensure that the
dissertation has been polished
and ready for your committee.

Up to 6 hours of editing.

The WEX editor examines your
entire document for structure,
style, and clarity of the writing.
Organization and development
will be copy-edited to ensure
smooth transitions between
ideas and absence of
redundancy. A full technical edit
ensures correct formatting,
including citations and
references, and proofreading
for errors and typos. If you are
concerned that there are issues
related to the writing and
formatting of your dissertation,
this is the service for you.

Up to 8 hours of editing.

The WEX editor provides lineby-line feedback related to
writing structure, style, and
clarity. A full copy edit ensures
that the development of the
material is well-organized and
the prose is clear and concise.
The editor line edits for syntax,
fragments, verbal tenses and
word choice as well as
proofreads for typos and other
errors. All formatting issues are
corrected. If you are concerned
about writing style, the
organization of ideas, and
format, this deep editing support
is the service for you.

Up to 10 hours of editing.

Writers’ Exchange editors work efficiently and respectfully to polish
dissertations. Just email us your questions at wex@antioch.edu

